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0 - Intro to Raiden X

Good and evil, yin and yang…..light and darkness have been a live since the beginning as we humans
civilization…”evolve” so dose the force of evil; but, on a small star shaped continent called, Torre every
thing is fine untill an old philosipher youghhannes malon discovers an old prophesy, “a group of 15
individuals will bring chaos and dispear to the world and when they loose theyre , 15th individual, they
will come to the star shaped island and hell will break loose and will retrive ,the new born baby with the
symbol of a thunder bolt on this left arm and make him one of there own…this day will come the day the
boy grows older and stronger and the 15th day of his glowing palm” . The terrible prophesy was found in
an old book with the symbol of a jagged diamond with many colors, that very page was torn half way
leaving the prophesy unfinished……..



1 - What Raiden X is all about

My manga, Raiden X is about a kid named Raiden castelle, he is the chosen one of a prophesy that
says a group of 14 powerful individuals will come seeking him when he reaches the age of 14 but raiden
doesn’t know this, the beginning of the story will revolve around raiden being 13 and 14 and most of the
beginning story takes place in the city and at raidens schoolsThe 14 individuals The 14 individuals of the
prophesy know as the organization(no I didn’t get they’re name from kh2 -.-) are people of super
human powers creating black holes to controlling fire with a mere snap or another movement. But not
only the members organization have super human abilities, another group of 12 individuals have some
of the same skills but use there powers for good .these people are called prophets (prophets are good
the organization is bad) it is said Raiden is to be in one of these groups and he causes good and bad to
both sides not only to both sides but the world also……..Age 13 When raiden is 13 he meets meldrick (a
main character in the story) and they get in all sorts a troubles.Raiden wealds a sword for the first time in
his life in this age and he masters the sword extremely fast and becomes a champ at league sword
fighting (a major thing in the chapter of age 13 where he and meldrick{mel} compete against other
students in sword fighting matches) and that what basically goes on in age 13Age 14 Age 14 is the
biggest part so far. Raiden discovers his super power and he starts getting visits from the members of
the organization he also finds his soul weapon (a weapon to go with the power chosen by the sprit inside
him.. Raidens “alter ego” Ryden) that is when raiden and meldrick embark on they’re quest to stop the
organization……..So what do you think? ByTheWay when I say super human abilities and super power I
mean like the power to cast flames (like in RPG games) not super powers like super man -.-
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